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A PARAMETER ESTIMATION

We use two real-world datasets, Twitter 2016 and Twit-
ter 2015 [Ma et al., 2017, Liu and Wu, 2018], with 749
and 2051 users in the networks, respectively. We ob-
served that in our data around 75% of the news last for
40 hours, and thus we take T = 40 hours, with 40 stages
of length ∆T = 1 hour each. Also we observed that
true news decays faster than fake news, and thus chose
ωF < ωT . Specifically, we set ωF = 0.6 and ωT = 1
for Twitter 2016, and ωF = 0.75 and ωT = 1 for Twit-
ter 2015. To decide ω, we performed a grid search and
chose the one with least error (Eq. 2 in the main paper).
We consider ω as a pre-specified hyper-parameter as in
[Farajtabar et al., 2017], and did not estimate from data
due to increased computational cost.

We infer parameters (µ, χ,Φ) using Maximum
Likelihood Estimation as in [Zhou et al., 2013,
Farajtabar et al., 2017, Farajtabar et al., 2015] using
data from first 10 stages. Suppose we have l previously
observed sequences I = {oq}lq=1, where each o is a
sequence of events eo = {(toj , ioj , coj)}

no
j=1 observed

during the first 10 stages, and no is the number of
events in o. Since we assume that the diffusion of fake
(coj = F ) and true (coj = T ) news is independent, we
separate the events corresponding to fake and true news
diffusion, and learn the respective parameters separately.
We provide a generic expression for likelihood, with
exponential kernel for MHP:

L(Θ) =
∑
o∈I

[

no∑
j=1

log λioj (toj)−
N∑
i=1

TPE∫
0

λi(t)dt)] (1)

where TPE corresponds to the time-stamp of the data
used to estimate parameters (10 in our case). We min-
imize with L1 regularization to avoid over-fitting,

min
µ,Φ
−L(Φ, µ) + ζ1||µ||1 + ζ2||Φ||1 (2)

where ||Φ||1 =
N∑

i,j=1

Φij , is used to enforce sparsity

of the matrix Φ. To efficiently solve our optimization
problem, we divide it into easily solvable sub-problems,
based on the approach of Alternating Direction Method
of Multipliers (ADMM) [Engelhard et al., 2018]. See
[Zhou et al., 2013] for more details on efficient optimiza-
tion.

B MODEL CHOICE

B.1 CONTROLS AT REGULAR SPANNED
TIME-INTERVALS

We consider modeling controls at regular spanned time
intervals due to the following reasons. Regulating pol-
icy at different time stamps helps model the dynamic be-
havior of people, for eg, a user is active for certain time
period time and becomes inactive afterwards. Also, in
our problem, we impose a budget constraint on the total
amount of intensities allocated to users, and thus regulat-
ing their distribution is important.

B.2 DISCOUNTED REWARDS SETTING

In order for our policy to have long-term impact, we con-
sider both immediate and future rewards. But, as a post
ages, its influence decreases [Farajtabar et al., 2015]. In
social networks, the feeds are chronologically sorted
[Upadhyay et al., 2018], and thus, a user sees most re-
cent posts from her peers than older. This indicates
that reward from recent stages is more important than
that from later stages in time. Since, our reward
is based on number of exposures to a post, we use
discounted rewards setting (as used in previous work
(eg. [Farajtabar et al., 2017], [Zheng et al., 2018]), that
is easier to realize using controls at regular spanned time
stamps explained above.



C BOUNDED CONFIDENCE MODEL

According to Bounded Confidence Model (BCM), each
user i has an opinion xi ∈ [0, 1]. Two adjacent users
i and j interact iff their opinions are close enough, i.e.,
|xi − xj | ≤ ε ∈ [0, 0.5], resulting in a change in their
opinions as xi = xi +µ(xj −xi) and xj = xj +µ(xi−
xj). BCM assumes that the two interacting users must
be close enough in their opinions (hold same set of be-
liefs), and the exchange increases one user’s opinion and
decreases another’s. However, these assumptions do not
hold in our case, since an interaction between users with
similar ideology can increase the bias instead of reducing
it. Moreover, we have a one-way interaction between a
user and her followers instead of both ways. Therefore,
we proposed a model to update the bias as follows.

D UPDATING POLITICAL BIAS

The political bias is updated based on the cumulative ef-
fect of interactions during the interval [τk, τk+1). Al-
gorithm 1 describes the updation of political bias. The
function ρ in lines 11 and 14 helps to maintain the bias
values in [0, 1] as ρ(x) = 0 if x ∈ [0, 0.5], and ρ(x) = 1
if x ∈ (0.5, 1].

Algorithm 1 Update Political Bias

1: Input: Ik, {Ai}Ni=1, {bi,k−1}Ni=1
2: /*Initialize bias values at stage k with those at stage k−1*/
3: for i = 1...N do
4: bDi,k = bDi,k−1, bRi,k = bRi,k−1

5: end for
6: /* Update bias based on interactions during stage k*/
7: for e = (t, i, c) ∈ Ik do
8: Let i be the user corresponding to the event e.
9: for each j ∈ Ai do

10: if bDi,k−1 > bRi,k−1 then
11: bDj,k = bDj,k+0.5[|bDi,k−bDj,k|−ρ(|bDi,k−bDj,k|)]
12: bRj,k = 1− bDj,k
13: else
14: bRj,k = bRj,k+0.5[|bRi,k−bRj,k|−ρ(|bRi,k−bRj,k|)]
15: bDj,k = 1− bRj,k
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: return {bi,k}Ni=1

E EVALUATION OF PROPOSED USER
RESPONSE PROCESSES

To test whether bias helps to model the response process
better, we compare it with an alternative model Without
Bias User Response, described below that doesn’t con-

(a) Twitter 2016 (b) Twitter 2015

Figure 1: Difference in expected and observed number of likes

sider political bias.

ψu,i(t) = χi +

N∑
j∈A.i

∫ t

0

ωAji e
−ωt dWuj(s) (3)

To evaluate how well the proposed user response pro-
cesses, Aligned Bias User Response (details in the Main
Paper) and Without Bias User Response capture “like”
events in the network, we use a similar setting as in
Sec. 3.2.4 in the main paper.We compare the number
of likes generated from the above models (after estimat-
ing the parameters) to those observed in the real data.
The average absolute difference as a function of time in-
terval length is shown in Figure 1. We can see that the
Aligned Bias User Response model is a better than the
other model that does not take into account bias.

F EXPECTED EVENTS IN FUTURE

F.1 EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF
INTENSITY

The diffusion of news is modeled as MHP, a non-
Markovian process. However, since we map the prob-
lem to a Markov Decision Process, we need to include
the effect of history from previous events. Let HFi be
the effect of intensity due to all events in previous k
stages, for user i, on the future t > τk, for fake news

diffusion. HFi = ωF
N∑
j=1

∫ τk
0

Φij e
−ωF (t−s) dFj(s).

As observed in previous work ([Farajtabar et al., 2016],
[Simma and Jordan, 2012]), exponential kernel allows to
efficiently compute the intensity, by defining yFi,k =

λFi (τk) − µFi , so that, HFi = yFi,ke
−ωF (t−τk) Hence,

using yFi,k, we can efficiently compute the intensity at
t > τk, without having to sum over all previous k stages.
Similarly, we define yTi,k = λTi (τk)− ak−1

i − µTi for the
true news diffusion.

To incorporate the effect of past events, much of the
recent work uses complete trajectories of users (eg.



[Upadhyay et al., 2018]), but our model is unique since
MHP helps to include the effect of self and other agents’
history and actions implicitly, as has also been adopted
in [Farajtabar et al., 2017]. The efficient computation of
history and summing it to one scalar per dimension as
shown above, is space efficient as we do not need to store
the complete trajectory per user.

F.2 EXPECTED NUMBER OF EVENTS

Following [Farajtabar et al., 2017] and
[Farajtabar et al., 2016], we obtain,

E[zTk ] = Γ(µT + ak) + ΥyTk
E[zFk ] = ΓµF + ΥyFk

where, yFk and yTk are as defined above, that capture the
effect of history due to past events, and,

Υ = (Φ− ωI)−1(e(Φ−ωI)(∆) − I)
Γ = Υ + (Φ− ωI)−1(Υ− I(∆))/ω.

Thus,

E[Rk(sk, ak)] =
1

N
(Γ(µT + ak) + ΥyTk )T ATA (ΓµF + ΥyFk )

(4)
The linear dependence of expected reward on policy
ak results in a convex optimization problem. Simi-
larly, we calculate E[νk]. For more details, please refer
[Farajtabar et al., 2016].

G POLICY FUNCTION
APPROXIMATOR

We describe the details of the Neural Network used for
learning optimal policy. The input to the NN, for stage
k, is the state sk = [zFk , z

T
k , ν

k]. Hence, the dimen-
sionality of input layer is 3N , where N is the number
of users in the network. Now, V (sk) = f(sk;φ), and
ak+1 = π(sk; θ). We use the same NN to learn both θ
and φ, however they are independent of each other. We
use one hidden layer to learn the policy π(ak+1|sk), and
a separate hidden layer to learn the value function V (sk).
There are 2 different outputs of the NN, a scalar value
V (sk), and an N-dimensional output corresponding to
the action ak+1

i for each user i. We used Adam optimizer
and learning rate of 0.02. Figure 2 shows the network for
two users.

H EXPERIMENTS ON
SEMI-SYNTHETIC DATA

We use subsets of twitter data to study the performance
with respect to different network parameters. The results,
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Value (V (sk))

ak+1
1
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Figure 2: Neural Network Architecture

on Twitter 2016, are shown in Fig 3, where we highlight
the region closely representing real-world scenarios. We
observe that our method outperforms the baselines by
larger margin in all such regions.

Ratio of out-degree to in-degree Fake news sources
have lower out-degree and high in-degree, com-
pared to sources for true news [Shu et al., 2018,
Mccord and Chuah, 2011]. Fig 3-a shows that the per-
formance decreases as the ratio of ratio of out-degree to
in-degree for sources of fake news to that of true news,
increases. This can be due to a decrease in the number of
followers for true news sources. This ratio is usually less
than 1 in real networks [Yue, 2017].

Average Degree [Bovet and Makse, 2019] shows that
the average degree of users in fake news network (users
who retweet fake news) is more than that in true news
network. Fig 3-b shows that the performance decreases
as the ratio of average degree for fake news network
to true news network increases, since fewer people are
reached out by true news spreaders.

Centrality Closeness centrality for sources of fake
news is higher than that for true news [Yue, 2017,
Yang et al., 2013]. Fig 3-c shows change in performance
with respect to ratio of average closeness centrality of
fake news sources to that for true news. The performance
is high for ratio 1.

Political Bias [Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017] observed
that Democrats (D) are more likely to believe fake news
than Republicans (R), and R are more likely to believe
true news than D. We say that a user is High D (High R)
if bDi,0 > 0.5 (bRi,0 > 0.5) and Low D (Low R) otherwise.
Based on this, we create four groups of people. Group 1:
High D fake, High R true news sources. Group 2: High
D fake, Low R true news sources. Group 3: Low D fake,
High R true news sources. Group 4: Low D fake, Low



R true news sources. Fig 3-d shows that the performance
is least for Group 1, when bias is high for both R and D,
indicating that it is difficult to encourage people to spread
news that does not align with their ideology.

(a) Ratio of Out-to-in Degree (b) Ratio of Average Degree

(c) Closeness Centrality (d) Political Bias

Figure 3: Relative Performance (Different Network Properties)
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